Documenting which species interact within ecological communities is challenging and labour-7 intensive. As a result, many interactions remain unrecorded, potentially distorting our 8 understanding of network structure and dynamics. We test the utility of four structural models 9 and a new coverage-deficit model for predicting missing links in both simulated and empirical 1 0 bipartite networks. We find they can perform well, but that the predictive power of structural 1 1 models varies with the underlying network structure. Predictions can be improved by ensembling 1 2 multiple models. Sample-coverage estimators of the number of missed interactions are highly 1 3 correlated with the number of missed interactions, but strongly biased towards underestimating 1 4 the true number of missing links. Augmenting observed networks with most-likely missing links 1 5 improves estimates of qualitative network metrics. Tools to identify likely missing links can be 1 6 simple to implement, allowing the prioritisation of research effort and more robust assessment of 1 7 network properties.
Introduction
focal level) of a network is sampled directly and the interaction partners in the other level of each focal layer-species:
We refer to this as our 'sample-size' model. This approach can be refined using techniques from the extensive literature developed to assess 1 1 3 the sample completeness of species inventories using information about the most infrequent 1 1 4 observations to estimate the number of missing observations (Chao and Jost 2012) . Rooted in 1 1 5 information theory, these approaches can be applied to any case of estimating sample coverage, 1 1 6 including interaction sample coverage (Chacoff et al. 2012 , Jordano 2016 . The core of our 1 1 7 coverage-deficit model estimates the interaction partner sample completeness for each focal 1 1 8 layer species, based on the observed occurrence frequencies and the 'Chao1' estimator (Chao alternatively the probability that the next interaction partner observed would not yet have been 1 2 2 observed interacting with that species. It is defined as: In these cases, we use a simple binomial model to estimate ‫ܥ‬ መ ௗ , the probability that the next 1 3 6
interactor drawn will not yet have been observed interacting with the focal species. The 1 3 7 likelihood of not having yet observed any of the unobserved missing links is:
While the maximum likelihood estimate of ‫ܥ‬ መ ௗ will be 0, with a Bayesian approach and 1 3 9
assuming a flat prior the posterior mean can be found directly as: determined from the difference in trait values through a logistic model:
where ߣ , ݇ ெ and the vector of trait parameters ‫ܕ‬ are found through maximum likelihood intercept parameter to capture the average probability of an interaction between two species with 1 6 7 perfectly matching traits. We penalise strongly divergent traits by introducing a Cauchy- Multiple trait distributions may have very similar likelihoods, especially with several specialised 1 7 0 interactions or where species bridge network components. To account for this, we optimise 10 1 7 1 differently initialised models and average the predictions of the five models with the greatest likelihood. This model averaging approach is conceptually similar to, but computationally far It is readily observable that some species have many interaction partners while other species 1 7 6
interact with very few. This manifests itself in skewed degree distributions within ecological missed interaction involving a known generalist species than one with few observed interactions. Many bipartite interaction networks, especially mutualistic networks, are observed to be 'nested' Simple degree-models can fit binary nestedness and preferential patterns well. Although our principle objective here is to identify missing links. To fit a degree model, we assign each species a connectance term, ܿ , and determine the 1 8 6 probability of an interaction between focal species ݅ and interactor ݆ as:
where ݇ is a constant intercept term and all parameters are found by maximum likelihood.
1 0
to fit tightly to diverse network structures (Rohr et al. 2016) . The probability of each interaction 1 9 4 existing is found by:
As in the latent-trait model, ߣ is defined to be positive, ݇ is a constant intercept term and all 1 9 6 parameters are found by maximum likelihood. We again apply a weak Cauchy prior centred at 0 1 9 7 onto the latent trait terms m and fit 10 models, averaging predictions of the best five. This grouping can be represented by stochastic block models (SBMs), which have been shown to is assigned to a group,
, in a defined set:
. The probability of interaction 2 0 8 between two species is determined based on their group membership:
The elements of ߱ are the between-group interaction probabilities and are directly specified as 2 1 0 the fraction of observed interactions between each of the groups. We find optimal group 2 1 1 assignations and fit the model using a degree-corrected bipartite-SBM specific algorithm Individually the above models each capture discrete pieces of information about the identity of 2 1 7 missing links. However, the structure of ecological networks is the product of many separate 2 1 8 drivers. To capture this diversity, we combine the predictions of multiple models into ensembles. We test combining the matching-centrality model with the block model, and each of the 2 2 0 'structural' models with the coverage-deficit model. We test two ensembling approaches, multiplication and averaging. Multiplying the relative 2 2 2 probabilities assigned to each putative missing link,
emphasises the extreme probabilities of the constituent models. Averaging the relative 2 2 4
probabilities,
, highlights possible interactions that 2 2 5 are consistently identified by multiple models. Before combining models we standardise each set 2 2 6
of probabilities assigned to unobserved interactions to sum to 1. Testing the efficacy of extrapolations requires knowledge of the 'true' network. We take two 2 2 9 complimentary approaches to defining our 'true' networks. First, we generate a set of simulated are highly likely to have been observed and the rarest missed.
3 5
We initially generated 2000 simulated networks from a probabilistic two-trait niche model Our objective was to generate interaction matrices that represent a wide range of ecologically have many similarities to the predictive models described above. This is for a good reason - properties. proportion of the interactions present.
3
We collated a diverse set of 113 empirical networks representing antagonistic, mutualistic and 2 5 6 commensalistic interaction types (SI 2). We collated quantitative single-class bipartite networks Identifying missing links 2 7 8
We assess performance at identifying missing links with the area under receiver operating 2 7 9 characteristic curve (AUC) metric to assess the information content of a signal, using the pROC Spearman's rank-correlation with the 'true' relative interaction strengths of the unobserved 2 8 5 interactions for each model. bias-corrected Chao1 index. We then augmented the observed interaction networks by adding the 2 9 0 estimated number of the most probable missing links to the network based on the average of the 2 9 1 block, matching-centrality and coverage-deficit models. Each selected missing link was taken to 1 6 mutualistic networks, and the latent-trait model for antagonistic networks. In all six network 3 2 0 categories the matching-centrality model had the best overall performance. The 'true network' 3 2 1 properties ( Fig. S3 ) or the degree of sampling rarefaction (Fig. S4) in the empirical datasets and combining it with the network-structure models led to a reduction 3 2 6
in overall predictive power (Table 1) .
2 7
Identifying interaction frequency of missing links 3 2 8
Correlations between probabilities assigned to missing links
were related to their 3 2 9
'true' interaction frequency. The relationship was stronger in the simulated dataset than the 3 3 0 empirical dataset (Table S2 ). Of the structural models, the degree model showed the strongest Ideally, a model used to infer missed interactions would capture the true ecological drivers, but 3 5 0 this is not essential for all purposes. Given the diversity of ecological networks, there will never 3 5 1 be a single 'best' model and victors in comparisons will depend on the data set. In our simulated 3 5 2 data our block model appears to perform best. In our empirical datasets, the matching-centrality distrust the empirical datasets (discussed below). The pronounced, likely artefactual, abundance-3 5 5 generality relationship will favour degree-models. Nonetheless, splitting hairs over the best-performing model is not necessarily a productive route. Networks are structured by multiple processes and in our simulated data sets the very best 3 5 8 performance comes from combining different models, which identify different missing 3 5 9
interactions. Structure-based models pick out the more frequent interactions while coverage 3 6 0 deficit models highlight comparatively infrequent interactions that would be the hardest to 3 6 1 determine through further undirected sampling. Future progress will come from operationalising 3 6 2 estimated missing links, rather than from further incremental model refinements. The empirical and simulated datasets overlapped substantially in key network metrics. The main 3 6 5 relevant difference between these datasets is the stronger correlation in empirical networks This can account for the poor performance of the coverage-deficit model in these cases.
6 8
Disentangling the extent to which apparent specialism of rarely observed species is a sampling likely bias in the structure of empirical ecological networks has the consequence that predictive 3 7 2 models may identify missing links introduced both by our subsampling procedure, and due to 3 7 3 gaps in the original dataset. We therefore place more weight on the results from the simulated 3 7 4
data, while noting that, despite the obstacles, the structural models are still able to perform 3 7 5
reasonably well on the sparse empirical data. there will always be an upper limit to the predictive capacity of any statistical model. We suggest 4 1 1 that, rather than developing new models to gain marginal improvements in predictive capacity, a 4 1 2 more productive focus would be to develop frameworks exploiting this information to test the 4 1 3 robustness of conclusions derived from ecological networks. Complete network inventories are not a realistic or necessarily useful goal (Jordano 2016). interactions that will never be observed in a realistic sampling regime. Furthermore, there is which one type of interaction is understood will plateau as the impact of other interaction types First, inferring missing links will direct further sampling where the goal is a descriptive network.
2 7
In many cases the topography of the network is of principle interest, given the potential for 4 2 8 interaction strengths to vary through time and in response to perturbation. For example, when 2 2 with a single function call. We hope that such approaches become more widely used in guiding 4 5 6 ecological sampling and testing the robustness of conclusions drawn from bipartite networks. accepted, this will also be archived in a public repository and the data doi included. Chao, A., and L. Jost. 2012. Coverage-based rarefaction and extrapolation: standardizing Table 1 Mean AUC values using different predictive models or combinations of models across the whole 7 3 2 simulated (n=1985) and empirical (n=113, 2112 subsamples) network sets. Within each dataset, results 7 3 3 are shown with just the network-structure based model (left column), ensembled with the coverage-deficit 7 3 4 model, by multiplying the probabilities (centre column) or by averaging the assigned probabilities (right 7 3 5 column). Incorporating coverage deficit tends to lead to modest improvements in the simulated networks 7 3 6 but not in the empirical networks. Sets of results found not to differ significantly (Holm-correct t-tests, 7 3 7 paired by network ID) are indicated with grouping letters, applied separately for simulated and empirical 7 3 8 results. property across the simulated test dataset. 
